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WE ARE THE WORLD. WE WORK WHILE WE PLAY.
Working and Playing has long been perceived contrary since inception. Imagine a world where Work
equals Play and its indi�erentiable, that’s what the future brings to our present and existence. 

OVERVIEW
Global Games Market Report shows that 2.2 billion gamers across the globe are expected to generate 
$108.9 billion in game revenues in 2017.

This represents an increase of $7.8 billion, or 7.8%, from the year before. Digital game reve-nues will account 
for $94.4 billion or 87% of the global market. Mobile is the most lucrative segment, with smartphone and 
tablet gaming growing 19% year over year to $46.1 billion, claiming 42% of the market. In 2020, mobile 
gaming will represent just more than half of the total games market. The PC and console game markets will 
generate $29.4 billion and $33.5 billion in 2017, respectively.

Asia-Pacific is by far the largest region, with China expected to generate $27.5 billion, or one-quarter of all 
revenues in 2017. Newzoo expects the global market to grow at a CAGR of
+6.2% toward 2020 to reach $128.5 billion. Based on its review of final 2016 financial results of more than 70 
publiccompanies.
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GAMING AS A SKILL / PROFESSION

Why Blockchain?

DECENTRALIZING GAMING & SPORTS

Blockchain is a revolutionary technology. It is simply a 
data structure where each block is linked to another block 
in a time-stamped chronological order. t is the underlying 
infra-structure for bitcoin, a popular cryptocurrency. This 
technol-ogy has been disrupting many industries ranging 
from finance, healthcare, politics and many industries still 
to come.

Apart from its popularly known stance as a new method 
of transferring value, the technology also applies to track-
ing ownership, digital assets, physical assets and voting 
rights. It can also store and run computer code called 
‘smart contracts’. However blockchain is a relatively new 
technolo-gy and the communities are still exploring the 

First there was the industrial revolution which produced the locomotives and then there was the 
electricity, the last one was the Internet. Blockchain is the next generation, foundation and revolutionary 

technology after the Internet. Life, Technology, this world will not be same in the coming decade. Its 
time the world braces up for this change.

best way in which it can be used for the benefit of Mankind. This is a good reason why BitPlay as well would 
be utilizing this amazing technology to revolutionising Gaming and Sports as a whole.

Gaming has long been considered a fun-only activity, 
gamers are perceived to playing for the fun of it and 
they make little to no income at all from gaming until 
recently when eSports began to evolve and there has 
been opportunity for monetization of eSports 
gaming, but still the eSports ecosystem is lagging 
behind in terms of generating significant and passive 
income for its users.

Evolving Gaming to an all new heights requires a well 
structured ecosystem which fosters a perfectly 
sustain-able lifestyle for gamers around the world. 
BitPlay ensues to bridging the gap between gaming 
and sustain-ability of gamers all around the world.    
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THE FUTURE OF GAMING

GAMBLING

BITPLAY PROJECTS & APPLICATIONS

Gambling has been a very great and lucrative indus-try 
which has grown over the years to become a MultiBillion 
dollar (If not trillion $) Industry.

2018 would see BitPlay through its first launch of gambling 
projects and applications. One of the first platforms to 
become publicly available to gamblers and gamers 
around the world is BitSport: An advanced and blockchain 
based eSports betting platform which features the native 
BitPlay crypto-currency (BTP) as its primary form of 
staking currency.

Other gambling products which are currently under 
development would follow suit in the 2nd quarter of 2018.

Bitplay has been developing great gaming projects which most are set to launch early 2018, of which 
this projects are all fully blockchain backed. 2018 would see gaming through to an all new heights as 

this has been well perceived and forecasted by experts around the world. Bitplay for sure is pioneering 
this great and amazing change majorly for gaming and sports as a whole.

Considering the current gaming sphere in which 
gamers are perceived to be wasting o� precious 
moment of their lives playing games which in turn do 
not provide them good to no financial income at all, 
this is all about to change with the advent of BitPlay's 
revolutionizing gaming systems and platforms.

It's all about a new dawn and era for gamers all 
around the world, there is a vast majority of undis-
covered, talented and sophisticated gamers in all 
part of the world, NOW is the time for gamers to be 
noticed like most sports icons and celebrities around 
the world, BitPlay is bridging this gap as well, in 
which gamers and aspiring gamers get discovered, 
natured, trained and inspired to rule their world.
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WAGERING

E-SPORTS
eSports has been a widely adopted gaming sect which is 
a rapidly growing industry, and has been massively 
adopted especially in continents such as Asia.

BitPlay ensues to foster mass eSports adoption in all 
continents around the world, this is set to be achieved 
through BitPlay’s eSports initiative and platforms which is 
as well being developed as at the time of this white-paper 
release.

BitPlay’s eSports platform creates an open eSports 
ecosystem which allows for discovering, training, 
incentivising gamers and aspiring gamers all around the
world to becoming professional gamers and super stars in 
this sect.

Wagering is a type of gambling, which involves betting 
on the outcome of an external event or fact, such as a 
sporting event.

Introducing BitPlay most anticipated wagering 
platformGameFluk™ : GameFluk™ is a real time skill 
based wagering system in which gamers get to play and 
wager in real time on BitPlays gaming applications, this 
is as well blockchain backed in which BTP is the primary 
form of in-game curren-cy. GameFluk™ applications 
would be released to the public for beta testing at the 
last quarter of 2018 and o�cially launched early 2019.

GameFluk™ is expected to be a game changing 
platform and technology which puts the power and ego 
in the hands of gamers around the world.
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SPORTS

MOBILE GAMING.
Mobile media is taking our lives by storm. The time Ameri-
cans spend with mobile, non-voice content is expected to 
grow by approximately 50 percent over a period of seven 
years, from 135 minutes in 2013 to an estimated 203 
minutes in 2018.

Mobile games contribute greatly to the high growth rate 
of mobile media use. On a global level, in 2015 the indus-
try generated 30.1 billion U.S. dollars in
revenue. The total figure is expected to grow to more than 
40.6 billion by 2017. Furthermore, it was calculated in 2016 
that revenues of Google Play Store and Apple App Store 
from mobile games accounted for 90 and 80 percent of 
total revenues of these app stores respectively. BitPlay 
would proactively stay on top of the mobile gaming trend 
in which various gaming apps would be launched for 
almost every smartphone types. The good thing about 
BitPlay mobile gaming apps would be the integration of 
BTP which would serve as the primary in-game currency 
which could be earned as in-game coins, tradable/trans-
ferable between users. 

Sports has been an inherited activity from past 
genera-tions and has evolved to been a first-hand 
worldwide activity. BitPlay would not be left out of Sports 
and aims to pioneering new and great changes in the 
world of Sports.

Decentalizing Sports

The advent of the blockchain technology is perceived to 
be a gamechanger in disrupting so many industries and 
sect, Sports is a major thing in our society and there are 
oppor-tunities to applying this great technology to this 
sect. BitPlay would foster a Blockchain based sporting 
system which addresses areas such as sporting events 
manage-ment, sport clubs, ticketing, incentivising sport 
fans, player management all on the Blockchain.
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GAMING TOURNAMENTS.

BITPLAY TOKEN / COIN (BTP)
BitPlay being a fully blockchain based platform, would 
feature and enable its native cryptocurrency within all its 
Projects, Platforms, Apps and Ecosystem.

In the crypto sphere, the value of a token/coin is based o� 
of its utilities and adoption.

BitPlay is changing and revolutionizing the entire gaming 
ecosystem with its suites of innovations and projects, in 
this light the BTP token is anticipated to being a universally 
and massively adopted cryptocurrency. BTP would trade 
on every reputable and popular crypto-currency 
exchanges and would be available for purchase in most 
jurisdictions around the world.

With a standard gaming ecosystem fully set in place, 
BitPlay would be hosting groundbreaking gaming 
tournaments seasonally in specific locations around the 
world just as it is in conventional sports such as the FIFA 
world cup and Olympics.

This would be an amazing events where top gamers all 
around the world meet to compete for a significant title, 
trophy and price, gaming fans from all sphere of the 
world would be accommodated at this tournaments to 
cheer up their favourite gamer(s).

BITPLAY TOKEN SUPPLY
A total of 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion) Token is been created on the blockchain and this figure would be the
total and final supply made available
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

15%
This re�ects the total token 
value reserve of BTP

10%
This re�ects the total value of 
tokens allocated for bounties

5%
This re�ects the total token
value allocated to Advisory
board & Partners 

70%
This re�ects the total amount
of token disbursed into
circulation.
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ROADMAP
TEAM

ASSEMBLY

Q2, 2017 Q3, 2017 Q4, 2017

Q1, 2018

Q2, 2018 Q3, 2018 Q4, 2018

Q1, 2019

PROTOTYPE / PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

TOKEN
SALE PREPARATION

WHITELISTING STARTS

CONTINUED
PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT PLAYCHAIN DEPLOYMENT

TOKEN SALE STARTS
/ BITSPORT LAUNCH

GAMEFLUK LAUNCH

Q2, 2017
The BitPlay team which comprises of professionals and experts from all walks of life assembles 
to create and build on the BitPlay ecosystem.

Q3, 2017
The BitPlay Blockchain team commences iteration, development and scaling of the ICO website 
and the BitSports platform, ensuring a fully optimum system.

Q4, 2017
Preparations for token sale begins. Huge development activities triggered. Architecture laid and 
set to go.

Massive marketing and promotions commences at the First quater of 2018. Signature campaing 
with bounties gets initiated amoung crypto in�uencers.

Q1, 2018

Q2, 2018
First phase of token sales begins early April 2018. BitPlay launches its betting of gaming 
platforms to the public - BitSport.

Q3, 2018
Continued product development. Second phase of token sales begins third quater of 2018.

Q4, 2018
The best in class PlayChain deployment.

Q1, 2019
The BitPlay’s most anticipated platform Game�uk™ launches at the �rst quater of 2019
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STAY IN TOUCH WITH US

@officalbitplay

@officalbitplay

@offical.bitplay


